The WCOR methodology makes use of metaheuristic algorithms to find the best set of rules, as well as their weights, when learning weighted linguistic fuzzy systems from data. Although in early work based on this approach the search was carried out by means of a genetic algorithm, any other technique can be used.
Introduction
Fuzzy rule-based systems (FRBSs) allow modeling of information in continuous domains by means of fuzzy logic and fuzzy predicates [46, 45] . Some of them, called Linguistic FRBSs (LFRBS), use descriptive or linguistic fuzzy rules [29] . LFRBSs are specially attractive because they achieve the double goal of being useful for prediction and easily-interpretable by human experts, a topic (accuracy-interpretability tradeoff) that constitutes an active research topic in the recent literature [24, 21, 2, 41] .
There are several ways to induce fuzzy rules from a dataset. A particular family of these, the Ad Hoc Data-Driven methods [43, 33, 14] , are simple techniques designed specifically for this purpose. Given a partition of the variables, they generate rule sets that cover a dataset by trying to find the rules with the best individual performance. The cooperative rules (COR) methodology [12] extends these methods to consider cooperation among rules instead of evaluating them individually. In order to do this, it basically uses metaheuristic algorithms to find a good configuration of consequents for a given candidate set of rules.
The predictive capability of a LFRBS can, in general, be improved by using weights. This can be done at several levels. Thus, some works have studied the use of weights for the input variables [26, 40] , at the antecedent level [25, 32] , or at the consequent level [13, 32] . Another alternative, the one considered in this article, consists of using the weights at the whole rule level [25, 32, 38, 3] . In such a case, the learning process of the system not only consists of learning the rules, but 
Weighted linguistic rules
This study is focused on fuzzy rules [46] with the following structure:
where fX 1 ; . . . ; X n ; Yg are problem domain variables, fA r 1 ; . . . ; A r n ; C r g are fuzzy sets defined over the domain of their corresponding variables, and w r the weight associated to rule r.
We have only considered a particular case of the previous fuzzy rule definition, Linguistic (or Mamdani) fuzzy rules [29] , i.e., fuzzy rules where ðA r 1 ; . . . ; A r n ; C r Þ must be fuzzy sets corresponding to previously defined linguistic labels. Thus, in a LFRBS the knowledge base consists of two clearly differentiated components:
The linguistic database.
It contains the definition of the linguistic variables. That is, the domain of each input/output variable is partitioned/covered by a fixed number of fuzzy sets with a linguistic label associated. By associating a fuzzy set to each linguistic label we get a linguistic variable [47] .
In this study, we have only used symmetrical partitions with triangular fuzzy sets like the one shown in Fig ; if b 6 x 6 c; 0; otherwise:
> < > :
A rule base.
As mentioned above, in linguistic modeling the fuzzy set A r i used for a variable X i (Eq. (1)) cannot be chosen with total freedom, but from the set of linguistic-labels used in the definition of linguistic variable X i : fA 1 i ; . . . ; A l i g. Because of this restriction, LFRBSs usually have a lower precision than other types of fuzzy rule systems (e.g. free semantic fuzzy systems [9] ). However, the semantic meaning associated to the linguistic terms makes their rules fully interpretable by experts (e.g. ''If car-speed is high and distance-to-next-car is short then brake-force is intense").
Apart from the knowledge base, it is necessary to define two more components to fully specify the system: Fuzzification/defuzzification interface. These two interfaces are needed because the rules deal with fuzzy sets, whereas the real problem (data) consists of numerical values. Thus, real inputs are transformed into fuzzy sets. This can be done by using punctual fuzzification, i.e., a singleton fuzzy setx is produced for a given number x, such that, l^xðxÞ ¼ 1:0 and l^xðzÞ ¼ 0 for all z -x.
On the other hand, given a fuzzy set, the defuzzification interface produces a numerical output by calculating (in our case) its centre-of-gravity. Inference engine.
Given an input x ¼ hx 1 ; . . . ; x n i any rule such that 8 i¼1...n l A r i ðx i Þ > 0 is fired. As the fuzzy sets defining linguistic fuzzy variables usually overlap, an input x usually fires several rules. When a rule is fired a fuzzy set for the target variable (Y) is obtained. In this study, the fuzzy set C 0 is obtained (by using min t-norm as fuzzy implication operator) as follows: In this process, a weight ðw r Þ can be associated to each rule in order to give them different degrees of importance. The final value would then be obtained via:
m r being the matching degree of x with respect to the rth rule fired.
This weighted rule structure (Eq. (1)) and the inference system (Eqs. (2) and (3)) have been proposed in [37] .
A methodology to obtain weighted cooperative rules
The COR methodology does not find independent rules with a good performance, but, given a set of candidate rules, it searches for an optimal combination of their consequents by means of a combinatorial optimization algorithm.
In order to find this initial set of candidate rules, several Ad Hoc methods can be used. In this article, only the WM algorithm which is the most common choice, has been considered. It is described below.
The Wang and Mendel algorithm
Ad hoc data-driven methods are simple techniques which consider information covering criteria. Their main advantages with respect to other methods are the simplicity, for both the implementation and comprehension of their behaviour, and the low computational cost they require to carry out the learning task. Basically, they start from a data set and generate rules that try to cover all the examples included in it. In order for them to do this, two components are required:
The Dataset, with N cases E ¼ fe 1 ; . . . ; e h ; . . . ; e N g, and where each case e h ¼ hx; yi ¼ fx h 1 ; . . . ; x h n ; y h g instantiates the input variables and the output one. A Database which defines all the variables (input and output) and the fuzzy partitions they are divided into. If this database is not provided, then symmetrical fuzzy partitions are built by using the minimum and maximum value for each variable in the data set and the number of desired labels. Example 1. Let us consider the following dataset containing values for two predictive variables (theory and laboratory) and a target variable Grade (see Table 1 ). Let us suppose also that as database we use, for theory, laboratory and grade, the linguistic variable depicted in Fig. 1 .
As mentioned above, the Wang and Mendel (WM) algorithm [43, 42] is perhaps one of the most used algorithms based on this approach. Given the dataset and the database, it generates a candidate rule from each one of the examples in the dataset, and then selects some of them to compose the Rule Base. In order to do this, the WM algorithm proceeds as follows:
(1) For each example e h ¼ fx h 1 ; . . . ; x h n ; y h g in the dataset E, generate a candidate rule, R h , as follows:
and such that:
with l being the number of labels for each variable. That is, we choose the fuzzy set with the maximum membership degree. (2) Once a candidate rule has been generated, its importance degree is calculated as follows: Thus, the linguistic fuzzy rule system learnt by the WM algorithm is: Therefore, an individual or potential solution in COR is an array c½1; . . . ; s of integers such that for a given position 1 6 r 6 s, c½r will be a number between 1 and jQ r j. Moreover, as a sort of rule simplification process, an empty consequent @, represented in the individual by À1, can be used to indicate that no rule is considered for that antecedent. As can be seen, using the rule simplification process enlarges the cardinality of the search-space, but helps to get simpler (and more comprehensible models), so its use is always recommendable. In particular, in all the algorithms used and/or designed in this study, the rule simplification process is applied.
To finish with the description of COR methodology, in order to evaluate the goodness of a given solution, it is decodified to the corresponding LFRBS, and then it is used to predict the output value for the examples in the training set. Then, the mean squared error (MSE) of some of its variants is used as a goodness measure.
Several studies have been done with COR using evolutionary algorithms (e.g. GAs [12] , Ant Colonies [11] and EDAs [20] ) to solve this combinatorial problem.
WCOR: Adding weights to rules
As was mentioned above, there are several ways to improve the accuracy of the LFRBSs by means of weights. One of them consists of using rules and inference as was described in Section 2, where the weight w determines the way this rule interacts with those in its neighbourhood.
In [4] , the WCOR (weighted COR) methodology is presented and studied. Initially, the problem of learning weighted linguistic fuzzy rules could be set as a two-stage process. In the first one, the linguistic fuzzy rules are learnt from data (e.g. using the WM method or COR); afterwards, the weights associated to each rule are learnt (or tuned). However, as demonstrated in [4] , due to the strong dependency between the consequent selected for each rule and its associated weight, this two-stage approach is not the most suitable and it is clearly surpassed [4] by the one consisting of a global optimization in which consequents and weights are simultaneously considered.
In the WCOR methodology [4] consequents and weights are found at the same time by extending COR to also learn the weights of the rules. In this way, the importance given to each rule is determined by considering the whole Rule Base. Then, it becomes necessary to determine, for each one of the s identified antecedents, two parameters: a consequent C r 2 Q r and a weight w r 2 ½0; 1. Therefore, in WCOR an individual is represented with a hybrid or composed vector: c½1; . . . ; r; . . . s with s integers and w½1; . . . ; r; . . . ; s with s real numbers, where c½r is the consequent for the antecedent in position r ðA r Þ and w½r its weight. Notice that in WCOR the search-space is considerably larger than in COR:
Although rules obtained with COR and WCOR maintain a high level of comprehensibility, these methodologies have been used to learn (precise) controllers for mobile robot behaviours [30] , and have also been analyzed together with other techniques showing a good trade-off between complexity, accuracy and generalization ability (the last of these being an important aspect of this technique), specially in relation to their counterpart, in [1] .
GA-based WCOR learning algorithm
In [4] there is a description of the genetic algorithm which is used as a basis for this study.
As we are dealing with a hybrid representation, the more relevant points in the genetic algorithm are the genetic operators it uses. The crossover is carried out as follows: first, two individuals c 1 w 1 and c 2 w 2 are selected as parents; second, the integer part (c) of both is crossed giving rise to c 0 1 and c 0 2 ; third, the real part (w) of both individuals is crossed by using maxmin-arithmetical crossover, which produces four more individuals w With respect to mutation, classical mutation is used in the integer part (c) while a new number in [0,1] is randomly generated when a position of the numerical part (w) is mutated.
Estimation of distribution algorithms
Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) [28, 39] are a family of evolutionary algorithms which have gained in importance over the last few years. As GAs, they are based on populations. However, instead of evolving by means of genetic operators, they learn a probability distribution from the best individuals in each population and use it to sample new solutions. Fig. 2 shows the general outline of the EDA evolution process. As can be seen, steps (b) and (c) replace the classical crossover+mutation used in GAs.
Step (b) is the key point in EDAs. Since working with a joint probability distribution is not possible even in small problems, a simpler model has to be estimated/learnt. Different EDAs arise depending on the complexity of the probabilistic model considered. Thus, they can be grouped into: univariate models (no dependencies are allowed) [31, 6] ; bivariate models (pairwise dependencies are allowed) [16, 8] ; and n-variate models (with no restrictions in the order of dependencies) [28, 39] .
Dealing with n-variate models enables great modeling capability, but at the cost of learning a complex probabilistic model at each iteration. In this article we focus on univariate and bivariate algorithms because they provide a good complexityaccuracy trade-off. In particular, we use UMDA [31] , UMDA g [27] , and MIMIC [16] algorithms, which are explained below.
UMDA
Univariate EDAs [31, 6] factorise the n-dimensional joint probability distribution as follows:
In other words, independence among all variables is assumed and, therefore, no structural learning is needed. In this way, only marginal probabilities are required during parameter learning. The Univariate marginal distribution algorithm (UMDA) [31] is, perhaps, the clearest representative of these models. In the discrete case, i.e. when variables take a finite number of states, the model in Eq. (4) is used, and marginal probabilities for each variable are estimated by using the frequencies found in D tra smoothed by using Laplace correction:
nðx i Þ being the number of cases in the dataset in which variable x i takes value x i , X x i being the set of values variable x i can take, and where N is the total number of instances in the dataset (i.e., N ¼ jD tra j).
In the continuous case, the Gaussian UMDA or ðUMDA g Þ [27] uses the normal distribution to model the density of each variable, and the joint density is factorized as the product of all the unidimensional and independent normal densities: Fig. 2 . Description of EDA operation mode.
Thus, model induction is reduced to the estimation of l and r 2 for each variable.
With respect to sampling, it is clear that in both cases each variable can be sampled independently.
MIMIC
Bivariate models [16, 8] factorize the n-dimensional joint probability distribution as follows:
where paðx i Þ is the variable that x i is conditioned to. paðx i Þ can be null, so there can be variables without parents.
In the mutual information maximising input clustering algorithm [16] the probabilistic model has the shape of a chain
where p is a permutation of the n variables and x p i the element of the permutation in position i.
Thus, all the nodes have one parent except the chain root. Structural learning is carried out in MIMIC as follows:
(1) Select as root node ðx p 1 Þ the variable x i with minimum entropy:
(2) For the remaining nodes, ðx p i Þ is that variable x i which maximises the mutual information Iðx p iÀ1 ;
Again, we use Laplace correction when estimating the conditional probabilities:
nðx i ; x j Þ being the number of cases in the dataset in which variable x i ¼ x i and x j ¼ x j . In this case, variables are sampled by using probabilistic logic sampling (PLS) [22] , which is described in Fig. 3 . In fact, PLS can be used to sample any directed acyclic graph-based probabilistic graphical model.
Notice that in the case of MIMIC there is only one possible topological ordering that coincides with the chain-based structure.
In this Section, we have described univariate and bivariate algorithms for dealing with combinatorial optimization, but only univariate algorithms for dealing with numerical optimization. The reason for this will become clear in the next Section.
Using EDAs to perform the search in WCOR
EDAs have performed well when used as search engine in the COR methodology. In particular, univariate and bivariate algorithms have been studied in [20] . Fig. 3 . Description of the sampling process.
This study firstly considers this direct adaptation of the use of EDAs for the WCOR case. It then presents a proposal for the introduction of domain knowledge into the search process. In particular, this consists of gathering the relation between the consequents of the rules and their weights into the graphical probabilistic model used as variation operator on the EDA.
wUMDA and wMIMIC learning algorithms
The ways we propose to apply EDAs to the WCOR problem arise as a direct adaptation of the GA-WCOR algorithm described in [4] . Therefore, individuals are composed of an integer and a real part that are simultaneously evolved. In all the algorithms the null consequent (@) is allowed.
The first algorithm proposed in this work, wUMDA (which stands for UMDA-WCOR), uses UMDA to find a solution. As this kind of EDA assumes independence among all variables, a marginal probability must be estimated for each one of them. In the case of consequents, the marginal frequencies are used, whereas for the weights, as mentioned above, a univariate Gaussian distribution is learnt and sampled as is done in UMDA g . It is important to point out that, although no dependencies are explicitly modeled in this algorithm, neither between consequents, nor between consequents and weights, the selection process assumes them in some sense if they are relevant enough, since they are implicit in the good individuals used to learn the model. The scheme of this hybrid probabilistic graphical model can be seen in Fig. 4 (top) , where all the discrete and numerical variables appear isolated.
In order to explicitly consider some of the intrinsic dependencies existing in the problem, we have tried to improve the first approach by also learning dependencies among pairs of consequents with the probabilistic model used in MIMIC. This algorithm is still very efficient (complexity O(n 2 )) whereas it improves the capability of UMDA for some problems. Fig. 4 (bottom) shows the resulting probabilistic graphical model, whereas Fig. 5 shows the algorithm for learning the probabilistic graphical model used by EDAs for the WCOR problem. With respect to sampling, as we have a directed acyclic graph as model structure, PLS is used again to sample multinomial distributions, for discrete nodes, and unidimensional Gaussian distributions for numerical (weight) nodes. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , weights still remain independent in the graphical models, so dependencies are only considered by selection in an implicit manner, as in the GA-WCOR.
5.2. Adapting the graphical structure by using problem domain knowledge: cwUMDA and cwMIMIC As mentioned above, EDAs allow some flexibility when choosing the probabilistic model, which is the core of the algorithm. Depending on the complexity of the problem being solved (n-variate models are more powerful) or its size (simpler models scale better), different options can be considered.
This fact can also be taken advantage of when some knowledge about the problem is available. Thus, not only is the probabilistic model learnt from data, but it can also incorporate some 'a priori' information from the domain. This is the case of the WCOR problem.
Let's suppose an antecedent A r and two possible good rules such as ''if A r then Y ¼ C ra with w r ¼ 0:2" and ''if A r then Y ¼ C r b with w r ¼ 0:9". In this case the weight is clearly dependent on the consequent. In wUMDA and wMIMIC, these dependencies are not explicitly considered because the parameters (mean and variance) for w r are estimated without taking into account their associated consequent. Thus, our idea is that the weight assigned to a rule should be clearly dependent on the value selected as consequent for that rule. The use of prior knowledge in EDAs has recently been proposed for different stages of the EDA operation cycle, such as the generation of initial population, model estimation, or sampling. In [10, 19] knowledge is used to generate the initial population so that it establishes a good starting point for the search. Another option is proposed in [18] , where problem domain heuristic knowledge is combined with the learnt probabilities during the sampling phase. With respect to the use of prior knowledge during probabilistic model structure learning, two studies can be found in the literature. In the first one, [19] , an order among the variables is previously established and used (instead of a random one) to learn the probabilistic model (a Bayesian network); in the second, [7] , domain knowledge is used to restrict the possible dependence relations among variables. In this way, the structural learning process is speeded up because the search starts with a sparse graph and not with the complete one.
This work proposes taking advantage of the use of prior knowledge during probabilistic model structure learning. However, instead of constraining the search as in [7, 19] we simply avoid (a part of) it, since we use the information about the problem to directly set part of the graphical structure. What we propose here, and this is the main contribution of our paper, is the learning of the weights conditionally with respect to the value selected for their corresponding consequent. This is easy to do in the EDAs paradigm because these kinds of dependencies can be expressed in the probabilistic graphical model. Fig. 6 shows the graphical structure of the cwUMDA (which stands for conditional WCOR UMDA) and cwMIMIC (conditional WCOR MIMIC) algorithms. As can be seen, again it is UMDA and MIMIC that are used for the discrete part, but now a mixed probabilistic model is used instead of two isolated parts in order to explicitly reflect the dependency between consequents and weights. However, we should point out that there is no evolutionary search over a structural mixed (integer + real-valued) search-space (as in [35, 34] ) because we use prior knowledge to directly model interactions between integer (consequents) and real-valued (weights) nodes. Fig. 7 shows the algorithm used to learn the mixed probabilistic graphical model in CWCOR.
These new models do not increase the complexity of the structural learning task (with respect to their wCOR counterparts) because we simply add a link c r ! w r for each antecedent.
In terms of space, however, the parameter estimation for the numerical part is a bit more costly. This is due to the fact that, instead of learning a Gaussian distribution for each node w r , now we need a distribution conditioned to each element of X cr , that is, instead of s, P s r¼1 jX cr j Gaussian distributions must be learnt. Nevertheless, this increase in space complexity does not translate to time complexity, because all the needed parameters can be collected in a single pass over the dataset (population).
The only noteworthy point when estimating these normal distributions is that, as the search progresses, some consequents can appear in few or no individuals of D tra , so we smooth l and r 2 estimation by considering that there is always at least one more point with value 0.0 in the sample. Thus weights that are too small would evolve towards 0, causing the corresponding rule not be considered on the system. In this sense, it is necessary to point out that other schemes have been tested to smooth the variance decreasing in both WCOR and CWCOR algorithms. However, they lead to an important increment in the number of evaluations without improving the quality of the results. Lastly, with respect to sampling, again PLS is used, but ensuring that Pðw r jc r ¼ c r Þ stores a normal distribution and not a multinomial one.
Experimental evaluation
In order to carry out an experimental evaluation of the proposed schemes, we have tested them over a significant set of problems. In this section, we describe the settings as well as the results obtained.
Test suite
For our experiments, we used four laboratory problems borrowed from the FMLib repository (http://decsai.ugr.es/ casillas/fmlib) as well as three real-world problems, two of them also taken from FMLib. The goal is to model all of them by learning a LFRBS.
The four laboratory functions have two predictive and one output variable. Below, we show the functions, the ranges of variables and the size (number of records) of the datasets. Function F 1 : The two real-world problems from the FMLib repository are related to the field of engineering.
Problem ele1 [15] : It consists of finding a model that relates the total length of low voltage line installed in a rural town to the number of inhabitants in the town and the mean of the distances from the center of the town to the three furthest clients in it. The goal is to use the model to estimate the total length of line being maintained. Therefore, we have two predictive variables (x 1 2 ½1; 320 and x 2 2 ½60; 1673:33) and one output variable defined in [80, 7675] . The size of the data set is 495. Problem ele2 [15] : In this case, the model tries to predict the minimum maintenance costs. There are four input variables: sum of the lengths of all streets in the town, total area of the town, area that is occupied by buildings, and energy supplied to the town. The domains for the four predictive variables are: [0. 5, 11] 47, 8546 .03]. For this problem, the size of the dataset is 1056. The problem not borrowed from FMLIB belongs to the field of farming. Problem sheep [17] : The frame in which the problem is defined is a genetic scheme launched in Castilla-La Mancha (Spain) with the aim of improving milk production figures in Manchego ewes. The main parameter in this scheme is the genetic merit of an animal, which is estimated by using a standard methodology (BLUP). However, before a ewe becomes a mother and lactation is controlled, BLUP cannot be applied and then the pedigree index (the arithmetical mean between father and mother genetic merit) is used. The data set used in this task contains two predictive variables (father and mother genetic merit) and the goal (variable) is to predict the animal genetic merit by using weighted LFRBSs instead of the pedigree index. The cardinality of the dataset is 2131.
Search algorithm settings
With respect to the evolutionary algorithms used to find the rule systems, we have tested the five alternatives described in Sections 3 and 5.
For the genetic algorithm (wGA) the settings and operators in [5] have been used. Therefore, the population size was fixed to 61 individuals and the selection of the intermediate population was carried out by using Stochastic Universal Sampling. The crossover was applied with a probability P c ¼ 0:6, producing eight individuals (as described in Section 3.4), the two of them with best fitnesses being selected as offspring. The probability of mutation was set to P m ¼ 0:2.
In case the of EDAs, the population must be larger. Otherwise, probabilistic models cannot be estimated properly. For these experiments, (popSize) was fixed at 512 (which is still not a large population for EDAs). We used a standard setting, i.e., they estimate the model at the gth generation from the best 50% individuals of the population D gÀ1 .
In both cases, the population D g is obtained by selecting (popSize) individuals from D gÀ1 [ D aux , D aux being the population generated by sampling, in case of EDAs, or by applying the described genetic operators in case of wGA.
With respect to the stopping condition, each algorithm can evolve up to a maximum of 150,000 evaluations. However, previous experiments show that, for the case of weights, there is a point at which fitness tends to increase very slowly because of an extremely fine tuning of weights. This improvement lasts for a significant number of evaluations and usually leads to an overfitting over the training sets. In order to alleviate this fact, the algorithms stop when the difference between the best fitness and the average fitness in a generation is under 1.0%.
Evaluation/fitness function
As mentioned in Section 3 the MSE or any of its variants is used to measure the goodness of a given solution. In particular, we use the root mean squared error (RMSE) to measure the error committed by our system when used to predict the instances in the training set. Given an individual c or cw and its corresponding (weighted) LFRBS F, ifŷ is the output generated by F for an input x while y is the true output, then
where jDj is the number of records in the data set. It is clear that the goal is to find the system with the smallest error; however, as in our implementation we always maximise, we have used the inverse of RMSE as fitness function, i.e., fitnessðcwÞ ¼ 1 RMSEðcwÞ .
Results and analysis
Finally, and before describing the experiments carried out, we should point out that the search algorithms were written in Java and for the definition and evaluation of the fuzzy rule systems, we interact with FuzzyJess [36, 23] and Weka [44] , also written in Java.
In the experiments, the dataset was the only input, the linguistic database being obtained from the dataset. Thus, the domain of the variables is determined by its minimum and maximum value in the training set, and then symmetrical partitions with both 5 and 7 labels were constructed by using triangular fuzzy sets.
Since preliminary results seem to be very dependent on the data used for the training, each run (algorithm,problem,number-of-labels) has been evaluated by means of a 5-fold cross validation. The error of the validation, obtained as the average of the errors when predicting each one of the 5 test partitions, is referred to as Test. Moreover, the average error when classifying each one of the 5 training partitions, referred to as Training, was also computed to get more information about the behaviour of the algorithms and detect possible cases of overfitting.
In order to carry out a fair comparison, each run was repeated 30 times. Tables 3 and 4 show, for each one of the configurations, the mean and standard deviation over the 30 independent runs for: RMSE obtained over the training and test sets, number of rules, and number of evaluations needed by the search algorithm to obtain the output model. Each one of the 30 results for each measure, as mentioned before, is the average result obtained for each partition in the 5-fold cross validation.
In order to be in a position to draw our conclusions from the experiments we performed a statistical analysis for each one of the four measures independently. Thus, for each problem, the algorithm that presents the best average was marked with a . Afterwards, we carried out Mann-Whitney unpaired tests to determine which algorithms do not present a significant difference (p-value > 0.05) with it, and marked them with a .
Below, we study the results of the comparisons independently.
Training
The comparisons for the RMSEs obtained when modeling the training sets are shown in Table 5 . It is clear that EDAs which use conditional weights outperform the rest of the algorithms. In the case of using 5 labels to model each variable, cwUMDA and cwMIMIC are clearly the outstanding algorithms, both minimizing the training error for 6 out of 7 problems. It is very significative that neither wUMDA nor wMIMIC achieve comparable results. However, the error obtained by wGA is the same for 3 problems and even smaller for one of them, F2.
When using 7 variables to model each variable, the tendency is the same. In particular, for 5 out of 7 problems, each one of the CWCOR algorithms obtains either the minimum RMSE or a result similar to the minimum. In this case, wGA remains the algorithm that best models the problem F2. However, its results are similar to those obtained by CWCOR algorithms in only one more case.
It can be observed from the results that the difference in performance between CWCOR and WCOR EDAs is quite considerable, since the latter barely obtain a comparable result among all cases. The difference between CWCOR EDAs and wGA when predicting the training data, however, is not so significant if the variables are modeled with only 5 labels. Nevertheless, this difference is clearer when the number of labels is set to 7.
The last question which arises concerns the performance of cwUMDA vs cwMIMIC. When using 5 labels, the RMSE obtained by both algorithms is practically the same, whereas when using 7 labels, there are some problem-dependent differences. Therefore, no useful conclusions can be obtained in this respect. Table 3 Results for all the problems and configurations using partitions of five labels for each variable.
Table 4
Results for all the problems and configurations using partitions of seven labels for each variable.
Test
As can be seen in Table 6 , the results related to the error when predicting the test partitions (cross validation error) are slightly different from those obtained when modeling the training sets. The difference in performance between wGA and WCOR EDAs is now smaller, the latter being even slightly better. This fact is interesting since it leads us to think that the wGA algorithm overfits the model to the training data, whereas WCOR EDAs can generalize better.
In this sense, it is also worth pointing out that, despite the fact that CWCOR algorithms minimized the RMSE when modeling the training partitions, they seem to be less prone to overfitting. In fact, they keep on obtaining the minimum error in the case of the test sets. Furthermore, the difference in performance is bigger when the number of labels increases.
Again, the differences that can be found between cwUMDA and cwMIMIC are quite problem-dependent, and there is no clear tendency in favor of any of them.
Number of rules
The number of rules is clearly the weakest point of CWCOR algorithms. Table 7 shows that, when using 5 labels to model each variable, the wGA algorithm obtains either the smallest or similar to the smallest number of rules for 6 out of 7 problems. In this case, results obtained by the CWCOR algorithms are slightly worse since they achieve the minimum (or similar) number of rules for 4 out of 7 problems. Between these two algorithms we can be place the results obtained by WCOR EDAs, which are the best for 5 out of 7 problems.
However, when increasing the number of labels used to model each variable to seven, the results are quite different. In this case, the wGA algorithm obtains the smallest number of rules, and only in some exceptional cases do the rest of the algorithms obtain models with a similar number of rules. 
Number of evaluations
The statistical comparison for the number of evaluations is shown in Table 8 . As happened with the number of rules, there is an algorithm that clearly outperforms the rest: cwUMDA. For both the cases of using 5 or 7 labels to model each variable, this algorithm finds the model in either the smallest or similar to the smallest number of evaluations.
Results for the evaluations contained in Tables 3 and 4 show that, despite the fact that no algorithm offers the same performance when considering the statistical comparison, the results obtained by cwMIMIC are more similar to those obtained by cwUMDA than those obtained by the rest of the algorithms.
Lastly, it can also be observed in Tables 3 and 4 that the wGA algorithm uses, in general, many more evaluations than the rest of the algorithms. This difference hardly depends on the problem. Thus, in spite of the fact that this algorithm converges faster for one problem (F4), the difference with respect to CWCOR algorithms in other cases such as Ele1, F1, F2, F3, or Sheep is quite significant.
Conclusions
In view of the results, it seems clear that the effect of expliciting the relations between consequents of the rules and their weights in the probabilistic model used by EDAs leads to a significant improvement in the wCOR methodology, since it makes search more efficient in terms of both quality of the results obtained and convergence.
As has been shown, despite obtaining the best models for the training sets, the CWCOR algorithms still have the best capability for prediction on the test partitions. This fact contrasts with the behaviour of the wGA algorithm, which seems to overfit, and with the behaviour of the WCOR EDAs, which do not overfit but, in general, obtain a bigger RMSE for the test. The other goal of CWCOR EDAs was related to the number of evaluations. In this respect, the results have been much clearer. With the exception of the problem F4, the results obtained by CWCOR algorithms are quite far from those obtained by wGA. Besides, the number of evaluations used to find the best solution is also much smaller than that used by WCOR algorithms.
On the other hand, it seems that adding relations between consequents (cwMIMIC) does not improve the results obtained by cwUMDA for any of the aspects of efficiency. Despite the fact that cwMIMIC requires more evaluations to find the optimal configuration, the results in terms of quality do not improve. So, it could be thought that it is not worth using a model which can reflect such dependencies.
In order to gain a better insight into the two mentioned facts we have plotted, in Fig. 8 (left), the ratio:
Average fitness in ith population Average fitness in 1st population against the generation number throughout the whole process (300 generations). This was done for the three real datasets and for function F2 (the one in which CWCOR does not achieve the best result). Fig. 8 (right) shows a zoom over the 50 first generations. Plots on the left side of Fig. 8 show that the generation where populations converge for the 4 algorithms is practically the same for all the problems. After this point, the algorithms improve, but quite slowly. When focusing on the zoom (Fig. 8,  right) , it can be seen that, for all cases, cwUMDA is the algorithm that converges slightly faster, whereas wMIMIC seems to be the one which converges most slowly. Also, the difference between cwMIMIC and wUMDA seems to be smaller. All these results confirm what was pointed out above. It seems that, adding information about the dependencies among consequents makes the search less efficient in terms of convergence. This may be due to the fact that, for the WCOR problem, dependencies among consequents are not very relevant. For example, some preliminary experiments show that, for a certain training partition of the Ele2 problem (with 7 labels), the number of candidate rules is 104. Each one of them depends, on average, on 14.5 others. Estimating a multivariate model that reflects these 14-order dependencies would be unviable. On the other hand, the learning algorithm must find these variables, but the dependencies are not so strong as to be accurately detected by a bivariate model. In order to solve this, a greater population and selection pressure could be used. However, some additional experimentation shows that it is not worth since, despite obtaining good results, the number of evaluations, which is critical for this problem, increases proportionally to the population size.
Consideration of the relation between consequents and weights, however, definitely seems more relevant. Apart from this information being very important, it must be pointed out that the dependencies are previously fixed in the model, so they do not have to be learnt, and some effort is saved in the search. This fact is the key to the success of the algorithm, and can also give a clue about the way dependencies between consequents should be considered, since MIMIC, as mentioned above, carries out structural learning.
Lastly, the number of rules included in the systems discovered by CWCOR algorithms is, in most cases, higher than that obtained by the rest of the algorithms. Since one of the most important goals when learning a linguistic model is its interpretability, the study of mechanisms for reducing the number of rules appears to be the main future line for research.
Final comments and future work
This study has presented a proposal for improving the search in the WCOR methodology based on EDAs and the possibility of incorporating domain knowledge in the probabilistic model structure. In particular, a hybrid model which explicitly reflects the dependencies between the consequents of the rules and their weights has been used.
Results show that the Fuzzy Systems obtained with this alternative are more accurate than those obtained by previous techniques such as wGA or WCOR EDAs. Moreover, the proposed algorithm needs less evaluations than the others. However, the study also shows that allowing bivariate dependencies in the probabilistic model is not worthwhile under these conditions. First of all, because the learning algorithm must detect these dependencies and, secondly, because they are not very relevant. With regards to future work, we plan to restrict the search-space for such dependencies in order to improve the results obtained by cwUMDA, which has been the outstanding algorithm.
Despite their good performance, the CWCOR algorithms find rule systems with more rules than their counterparts. Therefore, the other goal is to modify the algorithm so that it induces a smaller number of rules. In order to do this, such information can be incorporated into the probabilistic model along with for instance, the a priori probabilities of the probabilistic model.
